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The Art & Science Of Professional
Makeup

Aspiring makeup artists will find all they need in this in-depth look at the industry from choosing
products to techniques for application and care of the skin. The book includes over 200 charts and
drawings for clarity.
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This is a great book for makeup artists, probably not great for the makeup junkie consumer. I
learned more in this book then I have in all of the makeup classes I have taken over the years. It is a
study book more then a read for fun book, every artist needs to read it.

I have so many makeup books and I hate when I get a new one that just covers the same old things
over again, this was a pleasant surprise. I love the level of depth this goes into about absolutely
everything involved in makeup.

This book is a great book to understanding makeup artistry! It goes over every aspect of being a
professional in the beauty and makeup industry. It does go into some scientific detail but explains
the need for the information in a practical way. A very helpful book and highly recommended.

A wonderful bookteaching all you need to know about being a makeup artist. Face and skin
analysis, things that if you want to truly be a good MA you shouldn know. Too many MA just do what

is trending, not what is suitable for the clients features and structure. When you know what is
covered in the book you cnan then go and be creative. A book all MA should read.

This book is easy to read and loaded with lots of tips and advice.I love it.Very good investment for
the budding make-up artist or for an individual wanting to know proper make-up techniques.I must
say that the book outlines the steps for sanitization extremely well.

I was very disappointed in this book, not at all what I was expecting. I graduated from Cosmetology
school so many years ago & certainly wasn't looking to purchase a textbook style makeup book...
would be great for someone current in school.

Great addition to my classroom! The book was exactly as described and the shipping and arrival
was fast! Thank you!

Pretty thorough coverage of modern makeup. It doesn't call out the new Hollywood looks in
particular, the underlying technique is all there.
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